For centuries, cutting and folding the papers with special patterns have been used to build beautiful, flexible and complex three-dimensional structures. Inspired by the old idea of kirigami (paper cutting), and the outstanding properties of graphene, recently graphene kirigami structures were fabricated to enhance the stretchability of graphene. However, the possibility of further tuning the electronic and thermal transport along the 2D kirigami structures have remained original to investigate. We therefore performed extensive atomistic simulations to explore the electronic, heat and load transfer along various graphene kirigami structures. The mechanical response and thermal transport were explored using classical molecular dynamics simulations. We then used a realspace Kubo-Greenwood formalism to investigate the charge transport characteristics in graphene kirigami. Our results reveal that graphene kirigami structures present highly anisotropic thermal and electrical transport. Interestingly, we show the possibility of tuning the thermal conductivity of graphene by four orders of magnitude. Moreover, we discuss the engineering of kirigami patterns to further enhance their stretchability by more than 10 times as compared with pristine graphene.
experimental study 34 , kirigami approach with periodic and curved-cuts were employed for the engineering of elasticity in polymer nanocomposites. This recent experimental work on the polymer nanocomposites kirigami 34 films consequently highlights the possibility of fabrication of graphene kirigami structures with networks of curved cuts rather than few straight cuts (as it was proposed in the earlier investigation 31 ). Because of the complexities of such experimental set-ups, theoretical studies can be considered as promising alternatives to shed light on the properties of these structures. To the best of our knowledge, mechanical, thermal and electronic transport properties in graphene kirigami nanomembranes with periodic and curved cutting patterns have not been studied. This study therefore aims to explore the transport properties in the graphene kirigami with different cutting patterns using large scale atomistic simulations.
II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Graphene kirigami structural design
The graphene kirigami structures explored in this study were constructed by considering periodic boundary conditions such that they represent graphene films with repeating cuts 34 . In order to describe our modeling strategy, in Fig.1 , a sample of constructed molecular model of graphene kirigami is illustrated, along with the geometric parameters. The length of the cuts (l c ) is the first parameter that describes the graphene kirigami. The width of the cuts is accordingly changed to adjust the volume fraction of the removed materials form the graphene. In this work, we considered curved cuts which are defined by the curvature angle (θ in Fig.1 ). This way, curvature angles of 0 and 180 degrees represent straight and half-4 circular cuts, respectively. The longitudinal (l s in Fig.1 ) and transverse (t s in Fig.1 ) spacing distances between two adjacent cuts are two other key parameters used to characterize the graphene kirigami structures. In our modeling, the cut length was considered as the main factor, which directly determines the system scale. Therefore by changing the cut length we scaled the other parameters of kirigami to keep the structural pattern comparable.
FIG. 1:
Atomistic and periodic structure of graphene kirigami, to illustrate the key geometric parameters: the curvature angle (θ), the longitudinal and transverse spacing distances (l s and t s ), respectively.
B. Stretchability and thermal transport properties
We employed classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to evaluate mechanical and thermal transport properties of graphene kirigami structures. The atomic interaction between carbon atoms was modelled using the Tersoff potential 35, 36 optimized by Lindsay and Broido 37 . Among different possibilities for the modeling of graphene structures, the optimized Tersoff potential is highly efficient and can be used to simulate large scale systems. More importantly, it gives reasonable predictions of both thermal conductivity and 5 mechanical properties of pristine graphene as compared with experimental results [38] [39] [40] . In our classical MD simulations, we applied periodic boundary conditions along the x-y planar directions. The thickness of graphene kirigami nanomembranes was taken as 3.35Å.
We employed the equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) method to calculate the thermal conductivity of the graphene kirigami structures, using GPUMD 41 , an efficient MD code fully-implemented on graphics processing units, to compute the thermal conductivity of large scale graphene kirigami structures. We calculated the heat flux vector with the appropriate form for many-body potentials as described in 40 :
where v i is the velocity of atom i, r i is the position vector of atom i, r ji is the position vector from atoms j to i, and U j is the potential energy associated with atom j. The thermal conductivity tensor can be acquired based on the Green-Kubo formula:
where k B is Boltzmann's constant, T is the simulation temperature, and V is the total volume of the system. Thermal transport in graphene kirigami nanomembranes is anisotropic, and the thermal conductivities for a given sample were calculated in both the longitudinal and transverse directions. We note that when using the EMD method, accurately predicting the converged thermal conductivity requires doing many independent simulations and averaging them 42 . We remind that because of the use of an inaccurate heat-flux formula for many-body interactions, the LAMMPS 43 implementation of the EMD method significantly underestimates the thermal conductivity of graphene 40 .
Then, we evaluated the mechanical response of graphene kirigami structures by performing uniaxial tensile tests at room temperatures. In this case we used LAMMPS 43 , a free and open-source package. As it was discussed in a recent study 39 , we modified the inner cutoff of the Tersoff potential from 0.18 nm to 0.20 nm, which was found to accurately reproduce the experimental results for the mechanical properties of pristine graphene. The time increment of these simulations was set as 0.2 fs. Before applying the loading conditions, all structures were relaxed and equilibrated using the Nosé-Hoover barostat and thermostat method (NPT ensemble). For the loading condition, we increased the periodic size of the simulation 6 box along the loading direction at every time step by an engineering strain rate of 5 × 10 8 s −1 . Simultaneously, in order to ensure the uniaxial stress condition, the stress along the transverse direction was controlled using the NPT ensemble 39 . To report the stress-strain relations, we calculated the Virial stresses every 2 fs and then averaged them over every 20 ps intervals.
C. Electronic transport properties
The electronic and transport calculations, including electronic densities of states ( terizing the systems with the evaluation of τ and l e , it is preferable to describe the transport with a well-defined quantity which is the Kubo-Greenwood length-dependent conductivity (σ(E, L)). Since the kirigami structures present anisotropy, it is also important to consider independently the two longitudinal components of the conductivity tensor (σ xx (E, L) and
.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Thermal transport
We first study heat transport along the graphene kirigami films. Since in the EMD method periodic boundary conditions are applied and the systems are at equilibrium (no external heat-flux or temperature boundary conditions are applied), this method is much less sensitive to the finite-size effects as compared to the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) method 42 or the approach-to-equilibrium method (AEMD) 53 . As discussed in a recent study 54 , the EMD method predicts a thermal conductivity of 2900±100 W/mK for pristine graphene at room temperature. In this case, a relatively small simulation cell size (with ∼ 10 4 atoms) is sufficient to eliminate the finite-size effects 40 . However, using the 8 NEMD or the AEMD method, the thermal conductivity of graphene keeps increasing by increasing the sheet length and the thermal conductivity was found to not fully converge even up to 0.1 mm 55 . Interestingly, for the graphene kirigami structures with periodic cutting patterns, the EMD method can be used to evaluate the full thermal conductivity tensor by constructing a single sample of moderate size. Whereas using the NEMD or AEMD method the length dependency of the predicted thermal conductivity values should be assessed, which demands high computational costs associated with the modeling of several large samples, each with different lengths. In For the kirigami systems at atomic scale, the thermal transport is complicated since the phonons-cut scattering effects play the major role in the heat transport. However, by increasing the system size and approaching the mean-free-path of graphene the effect of phonon-cut scattering decreases. Consequently, for the kirigami structures with the large cuts in microscale the effective thermal conductivity approaches the diffusive heat transfer which can be studied on the basis of a continuum system that neglects the phonon scattering rates. Nonetheless, from continuum point of view, the effective thermal conductivity along kirigami structures is not trivial and to the best of our knowledge no analytical function exists to describe such a diffusive process. We therefore employed finite element (FE) modeling to evaluate the effective thermal conductivity of kirigami films at the diffusive limit. In this study, the FE simulations were carried out using the ABAQUS/Standard package. As for the loading condition, we applied positive (inward) and negative (outward) heat-fluxes on the two opposite surfaces along the direction in order to investigate the thermal conductivity.
Since the thermal transport is investigated along periodic structures, on the boundary edges perpendicular of the heat-transfer direction the temperatures of every two opposite nodes should be equal which can be achieved by applying periodic boundary condition in the FE modeling. We calculated the temperature gradient along the heat transfer direction which was then accordingly used to compute the effective thermal conductivity on the basis of Fourier's law 56 . To count for atomistic effects which are related to the phonon-cut scattering rates, one can assume these cuts as resistors that scatter the phonons. In such a way, the effective thermal conductivity of kirigami films can be approximated by considering a series of line conductors (representing the graphene pristine lattices) that are connected by thermal resistors (representing the cuts). As discussed in an earlier study for the modeling of heat transfer in polycrystalline graphene 56 , the effective thermal conductivity of such a system can be represented based on the first order rational curve. In order to simulate the effective thermal conductivity of graphene kirigami structures with larger cut lengths, we therefore extrapolated the EMD results for small cut lengths using the first order rational curve. In these cases, we considered that the thermal conductivity for the kirigami films with infinite cut lengths is equal to that based on our FE diffusive modeling. In Fig.4 , the calculated effective thermal conductivities of graphene kirigami structures by the EMD method as a function of cuts length along the longitudinal and transverse directions are illustrated. Interestingly, the devised extrapolation technique can fairly well reproduce the trends acquired by the fully atomistic EMD modeling. This result suggests that combination of EMD and FE modeling can be used as an efficient approach to estimate and engineer the effective thermal conductivity of graphene kirigami structures for different cut lengths and curvature angles as well. We should also note that the thermal conductivity of graphene can be engineered by at least three orders of magnitude based on the kirigami approach.
We remind that the thermal conductivity of highly defective graphene so called amorphized graphene was found to be around two orders of magnitude smaller than that of pristine the fabrication of graphene kirigami networks can be considered as a very effective method to tune the thermal transport properties in graphene-based nanostructures.
B. Stretchability
We next shift our attention to explore the mechanical response and stretchability of the graphene kirigami structures. As observed for thermal transport, due to the phonon-cut scattering effects the cut length plays the major role. In contrast, for the stretchability of the graphene kirigami, the deflection of the sheets and stress-concentration originated from the cuts are the main factor that should be taken into account. To investigate the effect of cut length on the stress-strain response, we considered different structures with linear cuts and with different cut lengths and the acquired results are illustrated in Fig.5 . As compared with pristine graphene (Fig.5 inset) , the stress-strain responses of graphene kirigami present different patterns. In pristine graphene, the applied strain directly results in increasing of the carbon atoms bond length and therefore the stress value increases considerably by increasing the strain. On the contrary for the considered graphene kirigami structures, up to high strain levels of ∼1, the stress value only slightly increases and remains very low which indicates that the structure elongates by deflection rather than the stretching of the (Fig.6(b) and Fig.6(f) ). At higher strain levels around the failure, stress concentration increases around the cuts corner which initiate the spontaneous bond breakage (Fig.6(b) and Fig.6(f) ), finally leading to the sample rupture ( Fig.6(d) and Fig.6(h) ). As it is clear, to design highly stretchable graphene kirigami, the solution is to enhance the deflection limit of the structures. In this regard, linear cuts are more favorable since they can deflect more than curved cuts. In addition, simple comparison based on field in linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) in a two dimensional solid for a straight crack can be described in terms of the mode I and II stress intensity factors. We should however emphasis that although our study is categorized as a large deformation problem, but the insight provided by the LEFM for small strain theory can be helpful to understand the underlying mechanism. The stress intensity factor for the arrangement of cracks in transverse direction can be computed using the standard fracture mechanics techniques, as follows:
Here a is the cut length and h is the sum of cut length and transverse spacing distance. As illustrated in Fig.7(a) , by increasing the transverse spacing ratio, both the rupture strain and the tensile strength increase. The increase in the maximum tensile strength is more considerable than the increase in the stretchability. The value of the stress near the cut tip decreases with increasing the transverse distance. Therefore, the larger the transverse spacing between the cracks, the less is the influence from the interaction of the near tip stress fields. According to Eq. 3, the stress-intensity factor decreases by increasing the transverse spacing distance due to suppression of the interaction of the stress fields of adjacent cuts.
Consequently, by increasing the transverse spacing ratio the stress-concentration decreases and such that the tensile strength increases. Note that for a very high transverse spacing the graphene kirigami approaches to the graphene structure with few cracks inside, which yields to a failure strain lower than that of the pristine graphene. For the graphene kirigami accordingly there should be an optimum transverse spacing distance that maximizes the stretchability. The situation is opposite for the increase of longitudinal spacing ratio. Indeed, by increasing the longitudinal spacing the stretchability drops significantly. This is an expected trend because the stretchability of the kirigami structures is basically originated from the longitudinal spacing. By increasing the longitudinal spacing, the out-of-plane deflection decreases and the structure approaches to the graphene film with cracks. Regarding the cuts curvature angle, we found that the linear cuts present the highest stretchability as illustrated in Fig.7(c) . For the linear cuts, the rupture strain is higher than the one for curved cracks due to the fact that the effective distance between two curved cuts becomes much smaller. Hence, for the curved cuts the film deflection decreases and additionally the crack path until coalescence is shorter and therefore the stretchability is not as high as for the linear cuts. Nonetheless, it has been shown by Karihaloo 59 , that the stress intensity factor for a curved crack compared to that of the straight crack of same length being positioned at the same location and subjected to far field stress is lower. Therefore by increasing the cuts curvature angle, the stress concentration decreases and such that the tensile strength increases. Interestingly, for the cuts volume fraction we found that it does not yield considerable effects neither on the stretchability nor on the tensile strength (see Fig.7(d) ). Based on our brief parametric investigation, the transverse and longitudinal spacing ratios can be considered as the two main factors that could be optimized to increase both, stretchability and tensile strength. Our results also clearly confirm that the graphene kirigami structures can be stretchable by more than 10 times as compared with the pristine graphene.
C. Electronic structures
After having explored their thermal and mechanical properties, we now focus on the • , the cuts are actually straight (Fig.8(a-d) ), while for 90 and 180
• , the cuts are curved (Fig.8(f-i,k-n) ). For each θ c , five different cut lengths are considered, l c =10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 nm (the unit cells of the l c =160 nm systems are not shown in Fig.8 ).
The DOS of the case θ c =0
• , for different cut lengths l c are presented in Fig.8(e) , while the DOS corresponding to θ c =90 and 180
• are depicted in Fig.8(j) and Fig.8(o) , respectively.
One recognizes easily the global shape of the graphene DOS corresponding to the π and obviously notices the presence of many DOS sub-peaks which can be attributed to van Hove singularities typical of 1D systems, which appear because of the formation of connected nanoribbons generated by the cuts in graphene. The energy spacing between these 1D
van Hove singularities is inversely proportional to the ribbon's width. For very thin ribbons (l c =10 nm cases, see for instance Fig.8(a) ), the DOS is quite spiky and deviates considerably from the pristine graphene DOS, in particular close to the Fermi energy (Dirac point in graphene) where the DOS sub-structure is complex (see insets in Fig.8(e,j,o) ). In particular, although the DOS become similar to graphene DOS, a non-negligible peak remains present around the Fermi energy (see for instance l c =80, 160 nm curves in the insets of Fig.8(j,o) ).
Those persistent peaks are originating from strongly localized states, most probably located close to the cut edges, similarly to what was observed for vacancies in graphene 60 . Such localized states can affect the electronic transport and can possibly induce a transport gap in the corresponding energy window.
D. Electronic transport
Recently, Bahamon et al. discussed the electronic transport in 34 nm long and 10 nm wide 1D graphene kirigami structures with straight cuts using the Landauer-Büttiker formalism 61 . They observed that at this nanoscale size the 1D electronic transport is governed by resonant tunneling through coupled localized states acting as quantum dots. Upon moderate elongation (15%), the conductance profile is first degraded because of the decoupling of the states but it can revive at a larger elongation (30%). Here, the electronic transport properties of unstretched 2D periodic graphene kirigami are investigated using the real-space Kubo-Greenwood method. As discussed in the method section, the Kubo-Greenwood formalism allow us to describe the electronic diffusion and the associated conductivity values. Finally, the transition from a 1D nanoribbon-like to a 2D graphene-like electronic transport is clearly visible when going from small to large cut lengths l c (i.e. from top to bottom panels) as the 1D subbands structure is progressively smoothened out. The conductivities σ xx (E, L) and σ yy (E, L) are found to globally increase with propagation length although the increase is not really significant for σ yy (E, L) which is maintained to low values.
Actually for high cut angle and long cut lengths, σ yy (E, L) displays a decreasing behavior synonym of localization effects. Note also that for σ yy the propagation length L =100 nm
is not reached at all energies E because of the slow propagation velocities in this direction.
As for thermal transport, these results demonstrate a strong anisotropy between the two principal electronic transport directions. Then, as noticed in the DOS, the presence of a band gap is clearly observed in the system (θ c , l c )=(0 • ,20 nm). Interestingly, the general shape of σ xx for curved cuts is different from the θ c =0
• case. Indeed, the electron/hole regions (positive/negative charge carrier energies) exhibit two main peaks instead of only one. There is no particular features in the DOS that would help to explain this double peak structure. Actually, it is interesting to note that for (θ c , l c )=(180 • ,160 nm) the conductivity curve exhibit a single peak structure at small propagation length (L =20 nm) before showing a double peak structure at longer propagation length (L =100 nm). Overall, a conductivity ratio σxx σyy ∼ 10-20 can be estimated.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Extensive atomistic simulations were conducted to explore the electronic and thermal transport as well as the stretchability of graphene kirigami structures. The properties of graphene kirigami structures were investigated using periodic patterns of linear and curved cuts. Equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) method was used to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of graphene kirigami structures at atomic scale. The thermal transport is found to be highly anisotropic and the phonons-cut scattering effect plays the major role in the heat transport. The effective thermal conductivity of graphene kirigami structures as a function of cut lengths was established by extrapolating the EMD results for small cut lengths to the estimation based on the finite element (FE) diffusive modeling.
It was confirmed that the proposed combination of EMD and FE modeling can be accurately used to evaluate the effective thermal conductivity of graphene kirigami structures from nano to macro scale. Notably, our results suggest that the thermal conductivity of graphene can be engineered by more than three orders of magnitude based on the kirigami approach. Then the mechanical response of graphene kirigami structures were investigated by performing uniaxial tensile molecular dynamics simulations. Up to high strain levels, the kirigami structure elongates by out-of-plane deflection rather than bond stretching and thus the stress values remain negligible. The stress values later start to increase smoothly implying that bond elongation also occurs. Before the failure point, the stress values increase sharply and the existing stress concentrations around the cuts corner result in bond breakages and finally leads to the sample rupture. Consequently, the stretchability of the graphene kirigami was suggested to directly correlate to the out-of-plane deflection limit of the structure which can be improved by using the straight cuts with optimized transverse and longitudinal spacing ratios. Finally, electronic transport was investigated. The 
